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28 January 2015

To

EMR Circular List

From

EMR Settlement Limited

Purpose

For Information

We’ve published the presentation material from the Supplier Implementation Event
This circular informs licensed electricity suppliers we jointly held a Supplier Implementation Event
on Tuesday 27 January 2015 with the Low Carbon Contracts Company (LCCC).
The event provided detail on the invoice and payment processes for both Contracts for Difference (CFD)
and Capacity Market (CM).

If you weren’t able to attend, what did the event cover?
The full agenda is available here and these are the key highlights from the event:

●

What do I need to pay, when and how?

●

What will I receive?

●

Managing cash flow position

●

What happens in the event of non-payment?

Where can I locate the presentation material?
The presentation material is now available on our website, here.
Some useful questions were asked during the event and these will be published shortly on both the
LCCC and our websites.

When will the next Supplier Implementation Event be?
We’ll look to hold another implementation event in early March 2015 and this will be confirmed within
the next couple of weeks.

HERE IS SOME FURTHER INFORMATION HIGHLIGHTED AT THE EVENT
What is the latest on Electricity Intensive Industries Exemption?
DECC’s decision to adopt option B for the identification of data from exempt meters by Half Hourly Data
Aggregators (HHDAs) in its ‘Electricity Intensive Industries exemption from CFD costs: Amendments to
the Balancing and Settlement Code’ consultation. Option B is whereby suppliers instruct their halfhourly data aggregator (HHDA) to send the volumes supplied to specific meters directly to the EMR
Settlement via a data flow.
EMR Circular 30 provides details on the next steps with the BSC Changes (refer to the ORD006 page to
view the redlining) and also the DTC changes to implement option B. To support HHDA’s and suppliers
we’ve published Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on HHDA metering solution.
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Where can I find more information on CFD Reserve Payment?
The CFD Reserve Payment guidance is available here. This guidance steps you through the quarterly
reserve payment process including how the reserve payments are reconciled. This guidance includes
diagrams and worked examples.

Where can I locate the previous material presented at the implementation events?
These are the presentations from two sessions which covered the EMR payments in further detail:

●

Wednesday 2 July 2014

●

Tuesday 25 November 2014

Where can I locate the overall CFD Implementation Plan?
Here is the latest version of the GB CFD Implementation Plan, which includes the milestone map
presented at the event.

Where can I get more information?
If you have any further questions about this circular, please email contact@emrsettlement.co.uk. Find
out more about our role in EMR on the EMR Settlement website.
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